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Abstract 
This paper reviews the importance of flight flutter testing in the certification of aircraft and, in particular, 

the need for accurate prediction of modal parameters during the test campaign to enable good estimation 

of the flutter boundaries. The use of ambient modal analysis techniques are considered as a means to 

enable flutter testing when excitation devices are not available, or are not used between flight test points. 

A number of different analysis methods are considered, and it is shown that better modal parameter 

estimates and flutter predictions are obtained when minimum order realization methods (e.g. the ERA/DC 

method) are used, particularly when the unmeasured excitation is coloured, or when the frequency range 

of the excitation is limited. 

1 Introduction 

The airworthiness regulations (e.g. EASA and FAA) require that all prototype aircraft are demonstrated to 

be free from flutter and this goal is achieved via flight flutter testing which is a key part of the certification 

process [1].  A key to the entire process is the accurate estimation of modal parameters from the flight 

flutter tests which usually make use of acceleration responses to some form of excitation, often using the 

aircraft control surfaces.   

In fields such as Civil Engineering, it is often the case that the response to unmeasured ambient excitation 

due to the wind or traffic is used to determine the modal parameters (natural frequencies, damping ratios 

and mode shapes) of structures such as bridges [30], chimneys or tall buildings. Such methods have 

occasionally been used for flight flutter testing but relatively infrequently, probably due to the narrow 

frequency range that is excited by turbulence. There has been recent interest in the use of such methods for 

flight flutter testing. 

After overviewing aeroelasticity and flight flutter testing, this paper reviews the use of ambient modal 

parameter estimation methods as a means to identify natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes, 

and to predict the flutter speed. The type of algorithm used is explored in relation to being able to 

accurately identify the correct number of modes and to reduce the effect of coloured noise on the modal 

parameter estimates.   

 

2 Aeroelasticity 

Aeroelasticity [1-4] is the science that concerns the interaction of flexible bodies and aerodynamic flows, 

and in particular, the relationship between the aerodynamic, elastic and inertia forces which is often 

defined using the well-known Collar’s aeroelastic triangle [2] shown in figure 1. These interactions are of 

importance for fixed wing aircraft in two key areas:  
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(a) static aeroelasticity, where the deformation of the aircraft influences the wing lift distribution and 

resulting drag, can lead to the statically unstable condition of divergence, and usually reduces the 

effectiveness of the control surfaces. 

(b) dynamic aeroelasticity, which includes the critical phenomenon of flutter which is a violent unstable 

oscillation which can result in structural failure due to the structure extracting energy from the air stream. 

Other dynamic effects include the nonlinear phenomena of buffet, Limit Cycle Oscillations and the 

interaction of the Flight Control System often referred to as Aeroservoelasticity 

A further related area is that of the static and dynamic loads [1] that result from flight manoeuvres, ground 

manoeuvres and gust/turbulence encounters. Many 1000s of load cases are considered to define the critical 

design loads over the aircraft structure which define the sizing of all the structure and hence the overall 

weight. Aircraft designers aim to produce aircraft which are of minimum weight but are able to withstand 

all of the predicted loads throughout the aircraft’s lifetime, and also ensure that instabilities such as flutter 

do not occur.  

3 Flight Flutter Testing 

Uncertainties in the aeroelastic model used for flutter calculations mean that calculated flutter speeds will 

almost certainly be inaccurate to some extent, especially in the transonic region. It is therefore a 

requirement of the certification process to validate the flutter behaviour and demonstrate freedom from 

aeroelastic instability over the flight envelope in a flight flutter test (FFT) [5]. Such an approach whereby 

numerical models are validated, and updated where necessary, using experimental test data is used 

throughout the certification process [1] e.g. Ground Vibration Testing (FE model) and Wind Tunnel 

Testing (steady aerodynamics model).   

On the basis of calculations, a nominal flight envelope is cleared to permit a first flight to take place. 

Thereafter, the flight programme takes place before every other flight test at each flight envelope point 

because of the safety critical nature of flutter. The basic flutter clearance philosophy seeks to gradually 

extend the flight envelope by assessing the flutter stability of the aircraft at progressively increasing speed 

and Mach number, for instance using the test points shown in Figure 2. 

 

  

Figure 1. Collar’s Aeroelastic Triangle Figure 2. Flight Flutter Test Envelope 

It is normal to assess the flutter stability by identifying the natural frequency and damping of the complex 

/damped modes of the aircraft at each test point. The allowable flight envelope is expanded from an 
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initially agreed boundary by examining the results along lines of increasing airspeeds at constant altitude 

and lines of constant Mach number, as indicated in Figure 2. 

The usual procedure at each test point is:  

(a) to excite vibration of the aircraft over the frequency range of interest and to measure its response,  

(b) to curve-fit the excitation and response signals in the time or frequency domain and so to identify the  

      model parameters [13] and  

(c) to determine whether it is safe to proceed to the next test point 

A variety of excitation devices can be used, namely (a) control surface movements via stick/pedal input or 

explosive charges, (b) control surface movement via a signal from the Flight Control System, (c) 

movement of aerodynamic vane fitted to aircraft flying surface or engine/store or (d) inertia exciter 

mounted in the fuselage. The aircraft response is measured using typically around 20-100 accelerometers, 

far fewer than for a GVT. The most common excitation signals are pulse (via stick/pedal or explosive 

charge) and chirp (a fast frequency sweep applied as a signal to the control surface, vane or inertia 

exciter). Where excitation devices are available on both sides of the aircraft, then excitation may be 

applied in or out of phase in order to exploit symmetry/antisymmetry; doing this will simplify the analyses 

and provide results with more confidence.  

Sometimes the response of the aircraft to natural turbulence is used [24,30], the subject of this paper, but 

such an approach is not usually recommended because the excitation is not ‘white’ and not guaranteed to 

excite adequately all the modes of interest), and the difficulty of maintain a steady flight condition for 

suitable amount of time.  

The damping values may be compared to results from previous test points and the damping trends for each 

mode extrapolated to allow progression to the next test point (i.e. by defining a permitted increment in 

speed or Mach number). Other techniques such as the flutter margin method [10,11,15], the Jury stability 

criterion [19] or others [17,18] can be used to estimate the flutter speed based upon the measured test data. 

The test process is complete when the extrapolated damping values are still positive at a margin (typically 

15 %) above the design dive speed for each Mach number. 

4 Modal Parameter Estimation from Ambient Test Data 

There has been much work, particularly in the testing of Civil Engineering structures, devoted to 

identifying the modal parameters of a structure when it is subject to random ambient excitation [25, 27 – 

29], sometimes termed operational modal analysis. A wide range of techniques have been proposed, 

primarily based in the time domain [30]. A great deal of insight can be deduced by considering the 

problem in terms of the data correlations used for the analysis [8,9,12]. Furthermore, the understanding 

that the correlation plot versus lag value gives exactly the same curve as that of the Impulse Response 

Function, and this has led to application of a number of methods for ambient response analysis. 

There has been some work in the aerospace field exploring such methodologies for wind tunnel and flight 

flutter testing. Of note is the work by Matsuzaki and co-workers on the prediction of flutter boundaries 

[16,19,20] however there have been numerous other studies of this important problem [21-24]. 
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4.1 Mathematical Modelling 

In the time domain, it is well known that the response at time instant j, jy , of a m degree of freedom (dof) 

to an unknown input j can be written as an autoregression such that  

 1 1 2 2 2 2j j j m j m jy a y a y a y          (0.1) 

and this equation can be extended to include moving average terms so 

 1 1 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 2 2 2 2j j j m j m j j j n j ny a y a y a y b b b b                   (0.2) 

Pre-multiplying equation (1) by j ky   and taking expectations leads to an expression including auto and 

cross correlation terms such that  
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where the correlation terms are estimated from N data points by 
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The formulation of equation (1) is exactly the same as that used for the modelling of impulse response 

functions (i.e. as a summation of exponentially damped sinusoids) and is the underlying mathematical 

formulation for a wide range of well-known techniques [12] for both impulse response testing and also 

ambient modal analysis (such as Least Squares Complex Exponential, Polyreference, ERA, etc.) It can be 

shown that the direct Least Squares solution of equation 1 for N points (N > 2m) results in a set of 

simultaneous equations in terms of autocorrelations such that 
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and thus for a system excited by an unknown random input, one can simply compute the autocorrelations, 

solve the simultaneous equations in (1.5) and then calculate the frequencies and damping ratios from the 

roots of the characteristic equation with ja as the coefficients. The size of the above set of simultaneous 

linear equations depends solely upon the size of the number of modes that are included in the model. 

 

   

Such an approach has difficulties and errors are likely to occur in the computations as  

i. the assumption of a white excitation is unlikely in the real world. 

ii. the exact number of modes are usually unknown   

and consequently, a range of different methodologies have to be used to eliminate the bias 

i. overspecify the mathematical model order – an approach frequently used in the modal testing 

world as the system modes tend to stabilize to correct values however, there is then the need 

to eliminate spurious modes.  Often “stability plots” are used for this purpose. 

ii. employ a more sophisticated noise model, for instance using the Moving Average terms in 

equation (2) however, for the ambient excitation problem this requires a two-stage process to 

be used in order to identify the coefficients of the noise terms. 
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iii. solve the equations using only correlation terms that are not likely to be corrupted by the 

coloured noise inputs e.g. shift the correlation terms by some constant value p, depending 

upon the amount of “colour” on the input signal so that 
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A further point to note is that the above formulations can be readily extended to include simultaneous 

measurements at different points on the structure, so that mode shapes can be identified as well.  The AR 

and ARMA models now become vectorized [25] and the correlation terms include cross-correlations with 

different points on the structure. 

The Eigensystem Realisation Algorithm using Data Correlations (ERA/DC) [7] is an extension of the 

ERA method developed originally for the analysis of impulse response functions; however, as it is based 

on fitting correlation terms it readily becomes useful for ambient response data sets [30]. The formulation 

enables the ability to increase the model order as in point i.  above but also to produce a minimum order 

realization which reduces the amount of results that need to be considered.  Similarly, point iii. can also be 

tackled through the selection of the correlation terms that are used. There have been applications of ERA 

or similar methods to the analysis of measured correlations, but this reduces the capabilities that can be 

achieved using the full ERA/DC method [26,27]. 

The underlying mathematical model is based upon the discrete state space equations which are given, in 

the usual notation as 
 

 1i i i i i ix Ax Bu y Cx Du       (0.7) 

 

which relate the output iy   to input iu  via the system states ix    For an impulse response, the state-space 

equations can be written in terms of the Markov equations 
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The formulation follows by defining a Hankel matrix such that 
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and then block correlation matrices 
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where 0

T

j jR H H   
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and then the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the first block matrix is performed so that 
 

 
T

jU PDQ   (0.11)               

  

where D is a diagonal matrix of descending non-negative singular values. 

 

After some manipulation it can be shown that the state-space system matrix A can be found as  
 

 

1 1

2 2
1

T

jA D P U QD
 

   (0.12) 

 

and the eigenvalues of this matrix lead directly to the system frequencies and damping ratios. The size of 

the matrices determined from the SVD can be varied depending upon the number of singular values that 

are kept. For data sets such as those occurring in flight flutter tests, it is usual to vary the number of 

singular values considered and to use techniques such as “stability plots” in order to distinguish the system 

modes from the mathematical “spurious poles” where much user interaction is required to find the system 

modes – for the plots shown in this work the user is interested in looking for poles that don’t change much 

in terms of varying natural frequency and damping ratios.   

 

 A further method of distinguishing between the system and spurious pole is to analyze the data in the 

opposite direction to the decaying system that is measured [6]. Such an approach simply means that the 

damping ratio of the system modes changes sign; however, interestingly it can be shown that most of the 

spurious poles become unstable and can easily be eliminated from the stability plots [13]. 

5   Test Results 

5.1 Simulated 4 DOF Rectangular wing 

The first system used to illustrate the use of the methods is a simple unswept cantilever rectangular wing 

modelled using two bending and two torsion modes [1] shown in fig 1. Figure 2 shows the frequency and 

damping behavior over the speed range up to 80 m/s. It can be seen that flutter occurs at 77m/s and 

consists of a classical binary flutter involving the first bending and torsion modes. Random noise 

sequences with a uniform frequency content across the frequency range of interest was generated and 

applied to the wing of a range of different speeds in the form of a uniform vertical gust field.  

 

 

Figure 1. Simulated Rectangular Wing Model 
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Figure 2. Eigenvalue Frequency and Damping Trends vs Speed. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3a. 10 m/s Stability Plot. LS.  Figure 3b. 10 m/s Freqs vs Dampings. LS. 

 

 

  

Figure 4a. 10 m/s Stability Plot. IV.  Figure 4b. 10 m/s Freqs vs Dampings. IV. 
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Figure 5. Frequency and damping estimated trends 

and true values. 

Figure 6. Flutter Margin Predictions Using 

Estimated Frequency and Dampings 

 

Figures 3 and 4 show the frequency and damping estimates obtained using the Least Squares (LS) and 

Instrumental Variables (IV) methods, the latter being obtained by shifting all of the correlation terms that 

were used, as in equation (6). Both stability plots, for increasing model order, and also frequency vs 

damping plots for all results are shown. In both cases it is clear that an increased model order produces 

stabilized estimates of the system modes; however, there is a need to distinguish the spurious modes. The 

results obtained using the IV method converged quicker and there is much less scatter on the system poles. 

Figure 5 shows the frequency and damping trends that are achieved using the stabilized values for both 

approaches, and these are compared to the true values. The estimates obtained using the IV approach are 

much closer to the true values than the LS method.  Predictions for the lower frequency mode (1st bending) 

with the higher damping values are worse than the 1st torsion mode which is the one that couples with the 

bending mode to flutter at 77 m/s.  Figure 6 shows the comparative Flutter Margin trends for the different 

approaches.  The errors in the frequency and damping estimates result in flutter speed predictions that are 

greater than the true values, particularly for the LS technique.    

5.2 Wind Tunnel Model Test 

The second set of test data considered was from a real experimental test campaign generated by Dr 

Daniella Raveh and team [32] which consisted of ambient responses for a range of different wind speeds 

from 4 different accelerometers. The data was analyzed using a range of methods to determine the 

frequency and damping trends, including PSD and the ERA/DC method. 

Figure 7 shows sample time histories from the four accelerometers and Figure 8 typical averaged power 

spectra. These spectra were analyzed using the simple half power approach to produce the frequency and 

damping trends illustrated in figure 9. The modes that make up the flutter mechanism are depicted in red 

and blue; the damping value of the bending mode (in red) cannot be found when the system approaches 

flutter as the peak reduces and widens, becoming merged into the more dominant mode with the reduced 

flutter. Note also that over 30 m/s there is another mode that suddenly appears with a very low damping; 

this was suspected to be a vibration occurring elsewhere in the experimental set-up and was not considered 

to be part of the flutter mechanism     
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Figure 7. Ambient Response Time Histories  Figure 8. Sample Power Spectra from All 

Accelerometers 

 

  

Figure 9. Freq and Damping Trends. PSD. Figure 10. Correlation Function 

 

  

Figure 11. Typical Stability and Freq vs Damping Plots 
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Figure 12. Freq and Damping Trends for all 

Accelerometers 

Figure 13. Freq and Damping Trends for Combined 

Analysis 

 

 

 

Figure 10 shows a typical correlation function that can be generated from the ambient response which is of 

a format that can be analyzed by a range of different time domain system identification methods. The 

correlations close to a zero-lag value are more likely to be corrupted with noise, so it is best to ignore 

some of the these before performing the curve-fit. Here, the analysis was performed using the ERA/DC 

method, ignoring those correlation values that are likely to be biased and using a larger amount of 

overspecification (60 modes). Figure 11 shows typical analysis results where the model order is that taken 

for the minimum order realization.  It can be seen that the stability plots are very well behaved and easy to 

interpret. 

Figures 12 and 13 show the frequency and damping trends for each of the individual accelerometer 

analyses and for a combined analysis (achieved by formulating the Hankel data matrices to include inputs 

from all of the accelerometers) respectively.  The characteristic binary flutter behavior is clearly seen for 

the lowest two modes, indicating that flutter occurs just above 41m/s. The lightly damped mode can be 

seen above 30 m/s but as indicated above, this appeared to be an unrelated phenomenon.  

6 Conclusions 

A number of approaches for computing the natural frequencies and damping ratios from the ambient 

response of aeroelastic systems have been discussed and demonstrated using a 4 degree of freedom 

simulated system and a wind tunnel wing model. It has been shown that it is feasible to produce accurate 

estimates of the modal parameters, but that care must be taken to eliminate biased estimates, in this case 

through the use of an overspecified mathematical model which in turn leads to the need to distinguish 

system from spurious modes.   
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